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-- United States. Excerpt: . . . Example of the geo within geo Feature in American FactFinder Figure
3. Source: U. S. Census Bureau, American FactFinder, accessed at http: fact nder. census. gov .
Public Use Microdata Areas ( PUMAs ) are nonoverlapping Virginias 55 counties, but it also released
data for 12 regions that partition a state and contain approxi-West Virginia PUMAs covering the
entire state ( shown mately 100, 000 people each. Each state government in Figure 4 ). de ned its
PUMA boundaries for use with the PUMAs are also useful for examining densely populated Census
2000 Public Use Microdata Sample ( PUMS ), so areas in depth. Journalists who want to investigate
they re ect local knowledge about the boundaries of single-year estimates for neighborhoods in
large urban regions. With the exception of three units in Louisiana areas can do so by using PUMAlevel data to obtain a ected by Hurricane Katrina, all PUMAs are included...
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This ebook is amazing. It can be rally interesting throgh looking at time. You may like how the author compose this ebook.
-- Nikko B a shir ia n
Extremely helpful to all of category of men and women. it had been writtern extremely completely and helpful. You are going to like the way the blogger
compose this publication.
-- Joha tha n Ha a g
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